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Result 1 - 5 of the 66 results Company size: 10,000+ employees Industry: Hospital &amp; Health Care Time Used: Over 2 years Review Source: Capterra MasterControl has enabled us to replace bookshelves of policy binders, employee training filing cabinets and competency forms. The staff all have access to the same document at the same time instead
of waiting for the binder to be released. Legal requirements are easy to follow within the system. ProsThis system is flexible enough for any regulated industry. It includes a document management module, employee training module, Quality module that included deviations, CAPA, Change Control, non-Conformance; Quality, risk management, etc. ConsThe
series of modules is not certified as HIPAA-compatible, except for the document module. Full HIPAA compliance is on their timeline for the third quarter of 2020. MasterControl offered the most flexibility because we had to implement a document management &amp; quality system in various clinical and non-clinical care departments. Each department
needed different standards and is regulated by different organizations. Some produce goods, others don't. Jon from Closure Systems International Company Size: 1,001-5,000 Employees Industry: Medical Practice Time Used: Less than 12 months Review Source: Capterra We needed a validated system to replace our existing homegrown systems. The
integration of the modules made this step a relatively painless one. ProsWe went from different home grown or small-scale products and rolled them all into one with MasterControl. It has significantly reduced our risk, streamlined our processes more efficiently and continual system maintenance and support. Many systems are good about recording
information (all inputs), but not much trouble in the exits. MasterControl makes it easy to pull out the information you're looking for and schedule specific reports for delivery when needed. ConsBeing new to the medical device world, the sign offs and approvals seem cumbersome, but I would expect that from any system in this arena. That was a bit to get
used to, but it's setting us up for success when it comes to audit time. MasterControl was a mature system with many features more advanced about competing products. The sales team was fully engaged, offered as many demos as we needed, answered every question and was super responsive. The reporting, online collaboration, integrated modules and
flexibility of the solutions to meet our specific business needs were the main drivers. It helped that we had an internal resource that was previously a power user who had a good experience, as well as customers who had previous positive experiences with MasterControl. 201-500 employees Time Used: Over 2 years Review Source: Capterra There are
company-wide jokes about Master Control Hell. It at least leaves us a band in our commiseration. ProsUmm... That's hard to say. Beautiful colors, I guess. ConsNavigation is Help is complicated - not an easy way to find answers. For example, I wanted to know what my task disappeared from after I clicked Start. Couldn't find an answer. App stalls quite often
with back button. I can keep going, but I'm tired. I've been trying to navigate Master Control for the last 3 hours. MasterControlWe are sorry to hear that you are having problems navigating the MasterControl product. We understand the importance of the user experience and work hard to bring the best possible features to our latest product version. We'd love
to work directly with you to see how we can improve your MasterControl experience. If this is of interest to you, please contact us on support@mastercontrol.com Company Size: 501-1,000 Employees Industry: Pharmaceutical Time Used: Over 2 Years Review Source: Capterra We are currently upgrading and older version of MasterControl to their new cloud
based offerings and the updates of the training module will make tracking employee training status much faster and easier. ProsThe user interface makes this software so much easier to use than others I've tried, even the most technophobic people in our organization are willing and able to continue with MasterControlConsThere are a few areas where we
would like to hide or remove buttons so they don't confuse the end user, but I'm sure these suggestions will be viewed the way MasterControl evaluate all customer feedback and will eventually be implemented. Offered everything we needed in a much cleaner and easier-to-use package Company size: 51-200 employees Industry: Pharmaceuticals Time
Used: Over 2 Years Review Source: Capterra ProsThis software has enabled us to transition from paper-based serial processes to electronic, parallel processes. It has led to bushiness efficiency and increased compliance. ConsEr were so many advantages for our company when we brought this software in. But (understandably) there were growing pains to
balance what it/is not configurable vs making changes to long-held business processes. MasterControl's customer service excelled far above the others, and the software interface was considered much more intuitive by the evaluation group. Quality management will enable an entity to perform efficiently and effectively. Quality management includes leading,
planning, manning, organizing, controlling and motivating others within an organization. While the ultimate goal of quality management is to satisfy customers with quality products or services, the quality should be clear in every department of the organization, from the production department to the care services. There are five main for a quality management
system: key players, targeted communication, top training and motivation, research and improvement. Hire key players with proven success in their respective areas of expertise. Each person should feel empowered by part of the decision-making process. Establish targeted communication by creating a vision and mission statement for the organization.
Communicate the vision and mission statements from the top of the organization to the bottom. Make it clear to all members of the organization that these statements should govern their interactions with each other, customers, and suppliers. Get top training. Each member of the organization should be able to learn how to perform his function through
professional development sessions, designated mentors and teams. As the organization changes, the training needs to be re-evaluated and changed accordingly. Set up a motivation system. This means that employees' performance is evaluated and they are rewarded accordingly for their efforts. This will encourage successful employees to continue; it will
encourage others to strive for improvement. Conduct continuous research and use the collected data for improvement. The research-based approach allows the company to use the right statistical method to identify potential problems before they negatively affect the organization. The organization must constantly reinvent itself in response to the needs of
the people it serves. Customers who enjoy what your business offers will tend to return to you again and again, as well as refer their friends to you. System quality, also known as a quality management system (QMS), ensures that your business provides a standard of products or services that reflects the values and integrity of your business. When your
customers feel they are receiving good quality and value for their dollar, they are more likely to be repeat customers, helping you to grow your bottom line and increasing your market share. Quality system management is a responsibility to ensure that the processes, products, and services involved in your business meet or exceed your standards. Your
quality management process implements short-term procedures that create a long-standing reputation of integrity and character for your organization. Your quality management process includes all the following: Quality planning: Quality planning includes researching where your quality is now, where you want it, what standards you want to you, how you will
improve the quality and how you will measure your progress. Quality Policy: Your quality policy is written in a document that describes the way you handle quality at every level of production, packaging, and marketing. This includes how you handle customer quality concerns, your warranties and customer service procedures. Quality assurance: Quality
assurance means that your quality policies and standards are maintained internally and externally. Quality control: Quality control inspection and supervision that back up your quality policy and security. This may mean that products are checked for defects or they have to be tested for the presence of harmful Money spent on quality control can decrease if
an effective QMS is implemented at every level of your business. Quality improvement: Quality improvement is the process of constantly refining your quality management process, making it more efficient and cost-effective. Continuous quality improvement can put you ahead of the competition to help you gain market share and grow the bottom line. Your
company's goals in implementing a quality management process are unique to your mission, vision, goals and projections. For example, a lawn care service might want to increase the quality of edge around flower beds, while a technology company might want to reduce the chance of customer error while using their apps. A shirt production company
probably wants less defective clothing, while a bakery wants a consistent end product that customers can rely on for years to come. Whatever system quality system management goals you set for yourself, make sure they're SMART goals: Specifically: Instead of saying you want to improve overall quality, identify the specific areas that need to be improved
the most. For example, instead of saying shirt quality needs to improve, you could limit it to improving red shirt quality for clothing sewn into warehouse C. Measurable: Once you identify exactly what needs to be improved, you need to turn a measurable number on. For example, you improve quality by 25 percent for red shirts sewn into warehouse C.
Achievable: Your quality system goals must be realistic and achievable for you and your employees. If you have only been able to improve quality by half a percent in the past, setting a goal of improvement by 25 percent can be unrealistic. Instead, you could aim for three to five percent. Relevant: Your QMS goals should align with the broader goals for your
business. For example, increasing the quality of red shirts sewn into warehouse C would be relevant if your company tries to increase customer satisfaction or reduce production costs. Time-bound: The goals of the quality management process should be time-bound so that you periodically review your progress and make adjustments where necessary.
Instead of leaving your goals open-ended, consider saying something like: Our company will improve quality by five percent for red shirts sewn into warehouse C in the next 60 days. Quality management systems can benefit your business at any level when they are properly executed. Some of the benefits are: Increased customer satisfaction: When
customers know what to expect from your products and services, they become loyal, spread the word and turn around you back. Increased morale: Employees who feel good about the products and services they produce have a sense of purpose in their working days. Camaraderie and a sense of community can increase. Employees may be looking forward
to working days more than they fear. The side effect of this may also be lower sales. Lower costs: you do not pay to re manufacturing goods or re manufacturing customers as often as in the past, your costs will decrease. Higher employee satisfaction can also lead to lower recruitment and training costs. Increased bottom line: A higher quality product or
service combined with lower costs and higher customer loyalty is equivalent to a growing bottom line for your business. This makes it easier to grow, as well as to meet and exceed your forecasts. Enhanced reputation: Companies known for good quality build a reputation for integrity within their industry, community and with their customers. People like to do
business with others they trust. Bigger market share: When your customer retention rates are high and you retain new customers due to a stellar reputation, your market share is likely to grow. When your QMS efforts deliver better results than the competition, you get a firmer foundation in the market. Improved efficiency: Going back to fix errors in your
products or services will cost you a lot of time and money. When there are fewer mistakes to contend with, your staff is free to spend their time on more important things like producing more goods or innovation that will set you apart from the crowd. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) sets the industry standard for QMS and has devised
seven quality management principles to help you stay on track: Customer focus: Anticipating and exceeding customer expectations and requirements to deliver good value. Leadership: Unite all levels of management and leadership in a common goal and direction when it comes to quality. People engagement: Involve all employees at every level in quality
management efforts to increase results and improve sense of purpose and morale. Process approach: Understand how each area of your business is related and interacts with the quality process so they work best in synergy. Improvement: Quality improvement is never finished, but should be an ongoing process of growth and improvement. Evidence-based
decision-making: Instead of going on promptings, it's important to make QMS decisions based on evidence and figures. Relationship management: Companies communicate with suppliers, customers and other interested parties. Maintaining connections and relationships is essential for success. If you implement these standards and expand your QMS
efforts, you become interested in complying with ISO 9001:2015 standards. Once you become familiar with them and implement them, an external certifying body can send an auditor to ensure that your company's quality management process is up to par. They can then issue a certificate stating that you have met or exceeded iso 9001:2015 standards, so
that you have strengthened your reputation in your processes, and you get a standard to maintain in the long run. Distance. Distance.
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